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DESIGNING PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT PLAN FOR HANAGBHBNT
OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISES IN AFRICA:

APPROACHES, ISSUES, AND CONSTRAI:frS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

This paper has been written for the interest of pUblic
enterprise policy makers, planners, administrators,
management consultants, and managers of public enterprises
who are committed to improved performance of public
enterprises (PES) in Africa.

The views expressed in the paper are empirical. They are
not based on research but on several years of
administrative experience in government and parastatal
enterprises as well as in management consulting work for
public and private institutions in the Eastern and Southern
African region.

The general thrust of the paper focuses on the need fer
governments and management training institutions to tryout
PE performance-centred management development programmes to
accomplish improved performance through government actions
and institution building. Underlying these two approaches
should be management clinics and performance improvement
programmes that rely heavily on process consultancy, action
research, and performance-centred action-training.

A package of 16 performance-centred management development
programmes that has been tried in the Eastern and Southern
African countries has been used for illustrative purposes.
The package has been used for instltutlon building of PES,
involving top management of the enterprises. With
continuous improvement in its design and implementation,
there is no reason why it should not work successfully
elsewhere in Africa. It is a plan to improve PE management
culture.

1.2 AD overview gf~ sourcls gf~ perfQrmAnCe

Public enterprises (PES) are a dominant economic
development institution ln all African countrles
irrespective of differences in economic development policy,
political ideology or natural resources endowment.

Governments of independent African states inherited ~blic

enterprises at the time of independence. After
independence it was felt that it was necessary to create
more PES. Whether this was mistake or not, the public
enterprises are there. The key issue is how to increase



their effectiveness and efficiency using whatever means.
An illustration of a planned approach is given in (Appendix
A to this paper).

The current African economic crisis that is deepening shows
much evidence that the performance of the PE sector will
continue to deteriorate than ever before. Some drastic
action ought to be taken by African governments to turn
around their economies. That is the meaning of the African
economic restructuring or the recovery programme. The
following issues are of critical importance in addressing
the problem of poor economic performance of the African
economies in general and of the PES in particular.

Improved public administration systems of African
countries

Improved institutional complementarity
public and private enterprises.

between

Each African government knows what the major causes of poor
performance are in its national economy. Public enterprise
policy makers, administrators and the top and senior
managers know sources of poor performance in the specific
sUbsectors c= enterprises for whose leadership they are
responsible. Mismanagement of PEs is attributed to
failures of governments and top corporate management
leadership of the enterprises.

Loss-making PES, enterprise producing
below installed capacity, the heavily
indebted, the ones overstaffed, those
which are dependent on subsidies, the
undercapitalized, the chronic failures
and so on.

These are examples of problems. But they can be symptoms
and not causes of the problems. Like symptoms of human
illness such as malaria, the ailing public enterprises need
management clinics and regular check-ups. Who are to do
the management clinics and the check-ups and how?

Government policy makers
The enterprise managers and executives
Management Development Institutions.

These bodies would, in their diagnosis, decide which PES
should be discharged since treatment is over and only good
feeding remains; which ones should be taken to intensive
care units; which ones nothing should be done except to
wait for time to be removed to the mortuary, which ones
should be referrals (technical assistance) and so on. This
analogy is helpful to emphasize not the meaning of
professional medical diagnosis but what governments ought
to do with their sick public enterprises and the need to



subject the ones which they think are healthy to regular
check-ups. In other words, diagnostic me3suraments of the
state of health of public enterprises is absolutely
essential in order to take necessary corrective measures
for improvement.

The fact that there is hardly any proof that African
governments are using comprehensive PE performance
evaluation systems to evaluate performance of public
enterprises beyond the traditional private enterprise
financial or economic criteria, proves that governments do
not use scientific management approach or proper
measurements to assess the effectiveness of their PES. Are
there policy makers, administrators, planners or chief
executives who can claim they are using comprehensive PI
performance evaluation parameters, indicators, criteria,
and methods beyond those used by their private
counterparts? The answer is hardly yes. Is measuring as a
way of scientific approach to problem-solving un-African?
There is a myriad of everyday examples like this to prove
that PES in Africa are grossly mismanaged. Mismanagement
is the key source of all poor performance.

Even if some public enterprises claim they are good
performers, the fact remains, almost all public enterprises
are mismanaged by governments.

1.3 Politigo-l'9Il-'4Iipiltretiy.'pyirgpwept

Governments are institutionally political and legal
entities and that is how they are structured. History has
proven that most governments are grand designs as well as
grand disasters and confusions. The driving engine of
government is public administration.

Public enterprises are economic institutions which are
buttressed in the total fabric of government machinery and
state governance. They are hybrids of public and
enterprises. Part of the main problem of measuring
performance of PE springs from this basic reality. The
nature of government being "force" tends to create a
difficult environment for public enterprise top managers
and executives to operate with managerial autonomy. This
leads to:-

excessive political interference
top management insecurity
excessive fear and uncertainty of tenure
political appointments/political sackings
excessive controls or misdirected controls
lack of cost consciousness
absence of financial stake
lack of managerial accountability.
lack of measurements



These are examples of behavioural problems whose main root
can be traced to the following sources:-

The institutional environment of PES
The policy framework under which PES are managed
Managerial capabilities in the ent~=prises.

If governments are seriously interested to correct PEs
mismanagement and to improve PES perfc~mance, organized
planned change should best start with questions such as
follows:

What should be done to improve the institutional
environment of PEs?

What should be done to improve the policy framework
of the enterprises?

What should be done to raise' the
capabilities in the enterprises?

managerial

By attacking these three problem areas using methods of
planned change, performance improvement in public
enterprises would be achieved. With the excopticn of
problems arising from the international socio-economic
environment, most of the efficiency problems in PEs would
be solved or alleviated through improved macro-economic
management and micro-economic innovations in the
enterprises.

These two issues would tie together the performance needs
of the enterprises; the performance needs of the enterprise
managements and the performance needs of the governments
themselves. The performance needs would be met through:

planned improvement actions by governments
(Institutional and administrave reform plans)

performance-centred management
programmes (Planned Interventions).

development

Universities, staff colleges, regional and national
management training institutions have a major role
to play in helping governments to improve the PE
management culture. But they would need to do a lot
in improving their management training programmes
first, ensuring that they are performance-centred.
The status of management training institutions is to
be raised. They need adequate financing and
staffing.



2. 0 CBlU'IIG UtV,IIG IQIBS!IIIJIT zga n PD!OP!It'S,

The preceding section of this paper has pointed out that
the main source of poor performance of public enterprises
is mismanagement. That is mainly caused by:-

a) An inhibitive public enterprise
environment.

institutional

b) A wrong policy framework of public enterprises.

c) Lack of managerial capabilities.

According to this analysis, it is clear that in order to
improve the performance of public enterprises, African
governments have to take action on several fronts. But
more important, there has to be a commitment to improve the
performance of the enterprises with the three key problem
areas as focal points. Public administration systems would
need streamlining and an unprecedented renovations.

There is a need to appreciate that public administration is
a profession just like the practice of medicine. If
management of government affairs is entrusted to amateur
public '~dministrators or ideologically brainwashed civil
servants the whole concept of integrity of governments is
lost. In Africa today, there are examples of parallel
governments; single party politics of power running
parallel with central governments. Such situations signify
how governments have underplayed the role of public
administration as the key to economic development. As a
matter of fact the problem of single party and multiparty
systems of governments in Africa, stems from weak public
administration systems which have developed since
independence.

It is not a place here to write about public administration
systems in Africa. Suffice it to say that improvements in
public administration systems must go hand in hand with
improvements in public enterprise management. Therefore
improved public administration is a challenge to African
governments. The three variables for improvement mentioned
above are equally true with public administrative systems.
The main difference is the focus on how to facilitate
democratic processes of governments, administrative laws
and development economics of state governance versus
improved business performance of PEs as economic
institutions.

As far as improvement in public enterprise performance is
concerned, the three variables for improvements become more
public enterprise sector specific, mainly to develop an
industrial or business management culture in the subsectors
of the public enterprise arena. In the area of public
enterprise management, therefore, a public enterprise



improvement plan has to be made a commitment. The following
are at least the necessary two steps.

a) A public enterprise house cleaning plan

b) A public enterprise institution building plan
by both governments and management training
institutions.

These two performance improvement plans for increased
performance of public enterprises must take into account
both short-term and long-term contribution of public
enterprises to the African economic recovery programme and
to sustained economic growth of the nations. The key role
players in this planned commitment are the governments and
the management training institutions, namely, the
universities, staff colleges, institutes of public
administration, regional and national management training
centres. Policy-makers, administrators and top and senior
managements of the enterprises are key role players in
conceiving and implementing the necessary improvement
changes.

2.1. PUBLIC BRTQPRISB BOYSI CLQNING PLANa

There is a myriad of administrative policy decisions which
governments can take and implement to clean the dirt that
so far exists in the institutional environment and policy
framework of public enterprises. Call them policy or
administrative reforms of public enterprises, but they are
in effect administrative or institutional performance
plans.

At the disposal of all African governments is the capacity
to make administrative decisions which would immediatelY
improve the management culture of public enterprises to
make it more business oriented. This can be done even by
·the stroke of a pen. Some examples of such administrative
plans would include:

A c1••r .eparAtiQp bety.9n sommers!.l grj.nt.4
ADd Beryiel oriented public Apt.rpri•••.

This administrative action would not cost government any
additional resources in terms of money. Only some
officers of governments and public enterprise executives
will spend much more time in their offices clarifying
objectives of enterprises quantitatively and qualitatively
and setting performance indicators.

Governments ought to make it very clear which enterprises
whose performance will be judged strictly on economic,
commercial and financial criteria of profitability and
other measures of economic efficiency; and which
enterprises will be judged by providing services such as



· ...~~....•_---~----------------

hospitals and universities which in most
parastatals and therefore a different set
measures should be used; and finally which
be judged strictly on non-profit
capabilities or subsidies or other means.

countries are
of performance

enterprises will
self-financing

This administrative action will
management behaviour including:-

engender improved

systems approach to control
control by identifiable performance alternatives
control by variance analysis
objective business reporting not political reporting
improved planning with facts and figures.

Slttipa Ya A parl.t.t.1,sg-ordipatinq~
....

This administrative action will require governments to
break away from the habit of putting parastatal enterprise
businesses under the supervision of ministries of
governments whose mainstream activities are development and
politics oriented. In some countries where even heads of
state are chairmen of parastatal boards of directors!
State houses are not set up to manage businesses but to be
the judge and final arbitrer of national conflicts or
international problems which threaten survival and
sovereignty of nations.

Functions and responsibilities of parastatal co-ordinating
body can be defined and procedures laid down how they
should operate as centres of economic and marketing
intelligence in assisting the public enterprises to do
better businesses. Their modus operandi should be
professional advisory services to which the enterprise
management could run for obtaining strategic information
for strategic management decisions. The enterprise
managers should be given the full right and privilege to
manage as business managers.

This administrative action plan will bring about improved
structural controls and behaviours arising therefrom:

removal of disempowered authority of PE Boards
of Directors;

committed and accountable boards and management;

enforcement of financial, economic, commercial and
social literacy of PE top management e.g. Nobody to
be appointed board member if there is proven
illiteracy to make correct meaning of business score
cards (Financial statements);

alleviation or reduction of irresponsible strategic
business decisions.



1.IlA tu.l .Qt appointiACI U% officers .a aI4t~
r"PQDlibility gt taR .'paaawept gf~ 'pt.rpril"

This administrative action would stop heads of state from
wasting their valuable time going through ~ersonnel files.
Heads of state are personnel managers of all citizens.
This would also stop the dysfunctional behavioural
tendencies of fear and insecurity of parastatal top
managers.

If governments want their public enterprise top managers
manage as managers the methods of appointment, promotions,
demotions or terminations are of extreme importance. The
methods that exist in some countries have the force to make
public enterprise top managers behave like acrobats in the
art of state craft, some even going to the extent of
consulting witchcraft doctors (again back to the village
management cUlture) for propitiation with ancestors and
other spirits.

This administrative action plan will bring about improved
PE top management behaviours including:-

redu~tion of ambivalence with respect to tenu=e;

principles of open competition to fill top jobs;

increased respect and value for employment based
on nationhood rather than tribalism or "know-whom"

filling positions with proven competence or ingenuity

greater employment stability in top jobs;

increased security in top jobs;

reduced fear, uncertainty and anxiety.

. ~ r'Wlrd. tg perform,nce

This administrative action would enable public
business executives link what they do with what
"Man worketh where he eateth" and vice versa.
are to be adequately paid and incentivated.

enterprise
they reap.

Managers

Governments have to avoid trying to equate civil service
salaries with parastatal salaries. The jobs are different
and the salary gradings should also be different. Using
different salary criteria for civil servants and parastatal
executives would not mean alarming differences. Other
benefits too can be adjusted accordingly.



This administrative action plan will bring about
structures and systems of pay and incentives to
behavious including:-

improved
improve

improved sense of social justice or distributive
justice linked to one reaps what one sows;

reduced adhoc horizontal transfers between civil
servants and parastatal business executives;

control of PE corruption, stealing, scrounging,
overivoicing and misuse of property;

enhancement of top leadership integrity;

improved motivation to serve PES and less attention
to survival instincts.

These four examples of administrative actions which can be
taken by governments to improve performance of public
enterprises have a direct bearing on improving the business
management culture of public enterprises. They would also
ring some signals on improved managerial capabilities of
public enterprise managers. This presupposes governments
will use public enterprise performance evaluation systems
to objectively assess performance. It will also trigger
improvements in personnel appraisal and operational
efficiency measurements.

Through such actions, the managerial environment of top
managers of public enterprises, the methods of external and
internal controls, the cultural crisis (superstition vs
industrialism) and so on would change and improve the rest
of enterprise administrative and operational management
down the line. These improvements will be natural in
responses to the change coming from above. Behavioural
adjustments will be necessitated, internal management
training will be organizational performance-centred in
effort to reach a behavioural equilibrium resulting from
cognitive dissonance of the employees or the
organizational "homeostasis" that will ensue. If only 20
30 percentage improvement in productivity results from the
four administrative plans above, economic recovery
programmes will take no time.

There are many more examples of such administrative actions
that could be undertaken by governments in order to improve
performance of public enterprises. The most important
thing is to know how these actions would help to affect the
specific institutional factors to be influenced and how the
change process will be handled. By definition, change is a
painful process because it is a movement of behaviour
(attitudes, habits, values, norms etc.) from one kind of
setting to another.



Performance improvement is basically a behavioural change
from one level of performance to another level. It means
changing the cognitive (knowledge), the emotive (attitude)
and the habitual (practice) of the workforce in relation to
improved organizational effectiveness, higher productivity
and greater technical competence. Hence, for example,
governments should issue directives or circl1lars to public
enterprise managers requiring them to do the following:

Formulation of 3-5 year Corporate Strategic Plans
(See an example of going about this activity by
establishing strategic planning standards at the end
of this paper).

Establishment of Enterprise Performance Evaluation
Systems

Designing Annual Profit Planning and Cost Reduction
Programmes

Installation
Standards

of Factory Management Operating

Establishing Productivity Heasuremeut Systems;

Formulation of Enterprise Employment and
Policies;

Wage

Clearly Formulated Enterprise Investment Plans;

Plant Rehabilitation Plans and Programmes;

Systematic Plant Maintenance Schedules;

Human Resources Development Plans and Programmes

Debt Management Schedules;

Subsidies Management Plans and Programmes.

These are necessary conditions to enable the PE co
ordinating body stick to professional business advice to
both the public and private sectors of national economies.
Government-enterprise relations will greatly be improved
and autonomy will be reaped fruitfully.

If governments can insist that all enterprise boards of
directors and the operating top managers are required to
sit down and develop such plans as the ones suggested above
failure of which punitive actions (specified) will be
taken, they will definitely comply to the order. The
result will be improved management business styles to turn
around ailing enterprises and to make enterprises which are
doing well do even much better. The compliance will



unleash the energies of the workforce to manage and operate
with business standards and procedures wh~ch are lacking in
most enterprises.

The list of administrative actions which have been
suggested above is not all inclusive or exhaustive. But
they sUfficiently indicate that a lot can be done by
governments to improve performance of public enterprises
just by changing management behaviours into some required
direction. Management training institutions would
undertake their mandates much more enthusiastically and
objectively.

2 . 2 . PUILIC mUPRISI IUfI'l'gTIOIf IPILpIIIG fLAIl

The examples of public enterprise house cleaning plans
which have been suggested in the preceding section will
cost no additional money or budgets. They will cost mainly
time and use of stationery. No commissions will have to be
set up. Why can't such things be done?

Public enterprise institution building plans will
complement the administrative action plans alluded to in
the preceding section. They will take a different form and
that form is what can be termed performance-centred
management development programmes. Universities and
management training institutions both public and private,
will be greatly involved with or without foreign technical
assistance. An institution building plan for PE
performance has been suggested as a sample package in this
paper. Many more of such packages can be developed.

It would be appropriate in this paper to highlight key
aspects of those programmes by indicating the role that
management training institutions could play in helping
public enterprises break through to higher levels of
performance.

GenerAl ASSumptions g{ tba pickage

The justification for the 16 performance-centred
development. programmes is based on assumptions
summarized in the paragraphs below:-

management
which are

Governments of the independent African sovereign states are
grappling with the task of transforming their national
economies. The task is complicated and there is yet no
single formula that has been discovered which could be
used to alleviate poverty on the continent or to reverse
the deepening economic crisis or to protect the
economically vulnerable nations in a world that is
increasingly growing intensely competitive. Planned
economic recovery programmes can provide some solutions but
the journey to sustained development is winded, uphill and
rough.



African economies are facing a terrible economic crisis.
But this should not make African leaders lose hope and get
into a crisis of confidence and self-fulfilling persimism.
There exists an indigenous cadre of policy makers,
administrators, planners, researchers, academicians and
business executives all of whom prc-::essing a good

"background of education and training. Ii their heads can
be put together through some formal management development
programmes which are economic performance oriented rather
than sUbject oriented, their ingenuity and competence to
tackle the problems of economic development of the
continent will be increased As it is increasingly becoming
more recognized that the problems of economic under
development of the African nations are basically
mismanagement, the importance of management development
programmes for improved economic performance should not be
underscored.

The moment has come as Africa starts the new decade to
search for ways to improve the performance of state
enterprises. If their performance can be made much more
productive, efficient, reliable and accountable, that would
make an invaluable contribution to sustained development.
There is still an en~rmous opportunity for the enterprises
which are doing badly to be t~rned around and those that
are doing well to perform even much better. This calls for
planned. performance-centred dialogue between leaders of
government and those of state enterprises.

Progr.". pe,iap

The summary of the general assumptions given above provides
planning inputs into the design of the programmes as
summarized below:

African policy makers, administrators and chief operating
executives of state enterprises have accumulated a growing
reservoir of managerial experience and skills that have
been acquired since independence. Through performance
centred dialogue in the form of public enterprise
management seminars, workshops, conferences, symposia and
colloquia, they will increase their capabilities in the
economic statesmanship of the enterprises. The programmes
are to be designed with a view that top management
performance-centred dialogue will enhance the mastery of
skills in business subtleties and nuances in their top
leadership positions. The traditional curriCUlum-type
SUbject-centred pedagogical learning methods in most
schools of business and public administration which they
have already gone through in the past cannot help to season
the mastery of combining state-craft and business
management.



The approach and methodology of the proposed programmes
should therefore be a blend of andragogical learning
techniques and organizational development technologies
supported by research-based live case studies and issue
focused papers. The focal points of the performanca
centred dialogue should be the institutional environment
and policy framework of state industries and businesses.
Textbook lecture-centred learning or teaching is
irrelevant. Managerial experiential learning with group
dynamics approach should be used in re-examining, re
diagnosing and in setting action strategies and programmes
for dealing with institutional barriers and policy problems
which affect the performance of state enterprises.

Management development programmes which are performance
centred are deemed to have the potential to bring about the
dynamism and motivations for improved state enterprise
performance through their facilitative process methods of
management development and not management teaching. Policy
analysis and strategic management of state enterprises in
which the crux of the matter is performance improvement by
the practitioners can only be learnt by doing and not by
teaching. Hence new innovations in management development
are called for especially in top management of PEs.

PurpoR' AD4 Ob1.gtiya. gf. .tAa. progr••••

The overall purpose of the programme is to create
management development dialogues or performance-centred
discussions to enable policy makers, administrators and top
enterprise managers re-examine the institutional,
organizational and administrative barriers which affect the
performance of state-owned enterprises so as to develop a
keen determination to take appropriate improvement steps in
improving the institutional environment, the policy
framework and management capabilities of the enterprises.

In more concrete terms, the general objectives of the
programmes are envisaged that after going through the
programmes, the policy makers, administrators and operating
top managers would be able to:

become more aware of their active role and capacity
to influence and improve state-owned enterprise
management culture from that of civil service legal
orientation to that of entrepreneurial business
culture,

increase their need to search into ways of improving
the collaborative government-enterprise relations and
management practices so as to create an environment
of less political interference and misdirected
controls,



enhance their need and enthusiasm to design and
implement planned improvement changes through
creative negotiations between enterprise management
and owner governments,

have a fuller appreciation of the
institutionalize business-mindedness by
productivity management systems, styles,
and procedures in state enterprise
management,

need to
proactive
practices
business

develop more favourable attitudes towards state
enterprise proprietary business portfolios
especially with respect to organization, finance,
personnel and economic disposal of earnings to growth
points,

establish action plans and programmes or resolutions
and recommendations for performance improvement and
the mechanisms for follow-up.

It is believed that by achieving the general objectives
specified above, the potential for building the
:nstitutional change dynamics and administrative capacity
in the enterprises would be enhanced to influence the
organizational and institutional perspectives of state
enterprises to realize the specific objectives given below:

enhancement of the enterprise top-level strategic
management thinking that would improve the interface
management of government-enterprise relationships,

improvement of
and procedures
programmes in
levels,

the
to

the

enterprise operational policies
foster business-type plans and
administrative and operational

raising the managerial confidence and courage to
policy decisions and implement them much
effectively using facts-and-figures monitoring
controlling systems,

take
more

and

cUltivation of a deeper sense of accountability,
business ethics and value for money to earn the much
sought autonomy,

strengthened managerial ingenuity and creative
competence in negotiating with political bodies using
proven results of proactive management capabilities,

reinforcement of the enterprise institutional
capacity for business competitiveness.



IBI CDUm QE IBI PACKAGI

The set of the 16 self-contained
management development programmes for
in PES is given in Appendix B to this

performance -centred
improved performance
paper.

The sixteen programmes are distinct but interrelated and
mutually reinforcing. They can be conducted separately on
an individual basis, or they can be conducted in a series.
They are focused on public enterprise organisational
performance needs and on top management performance needs
of policy makers, administrators and the top senior
managers of PES.

The programmes are envisaged to be capable of improving top
management environment. They are primarily focused on
institutional environment and policy framework of PES and
have the potential of strengthening top management
leadership capabilities especially in the area of policy
design and implementation and PE strategic management and
control.

TABGI'l AUpIUCI

The programmes will benefit cabinet-level policy makers and
administrators as well as chief executives and top and
senior managers of PES, namely, public officers entrusted
by governments to provide top leadership to the enterprise.

Private sector top managers of non-governmental
organisations and those of quasi-governmental institutions
namely, Chambers of Commerce and Industries, Federation of
Employers, Labour Unions and Leaders of private industries
and businesses will also be involved, including chief
executive officers of management training institutions and
vice-chancellors of un1versities plus heads of institutes
of public administration.

BQil IBI PROGRAMMIS HQBl 1IJl General)

The series of 16 self-contained but interrelated top
management development programmes are aimed at influencing
the major aspects of management competency needs as well as
enterprise performance needs. For example, establishment
of factory management operating standards would help to
meet enterprise needs for operating standards as well as
management needs standards competitive standards. Or,
corporate strategic planning, would help an enterprise meet
external positioning needs as well as management
positioning competence needs. and so on for productivity



measurements, enterprise performance evaluation,
management, divestitute planning, polic" analysis
strategic management etc. See (Appendix 3) the list
progammes.

debt
and
of

From an engineering or economic viewpoint, for example, the
concept of productivity improvement entails strategic
manipulation of input and output ratios which can be done
in three principal ways;-

a) by increasing output with the same level of input
costs, or

b) maintaining the same output with lesser input costs, or

c) by combining the two approaches.

This cannot be done without the capacity to measure an
enterprise productivity. An enterprise productivity cannot
be measured if there is no properly articulated system of
performance evaluation and no system of performance
evaluation works where there does not exist a corporate
planning culture and so on. By the same token, personnel
appraisal systems do not work effectively where enterprise
objectives and their evaluation methods are non-existent.

As it can be understood from these
16 programmes are interrelated,
performance centredness is not
grasp.

few examples
the notion

difficult a

of how the
of their

concept to

Public enterprises are criticised for being costly burdens
on governments and tax payers. An enterprise can be very
costly even if management and labour are cheap. The other
way round, an enterprise can be very cheap in its
undertaking but management and labour may be very costly.
Can profit planning and cost reduction programme be of
help?

Reduction of the various facets of operating costs in
purchases, supplies, merchandising, use of materials,
manUfacturing, fixed assets, development costs can be made.
Policy makers can set cost reduction programme as a
strategy to achieve greater savings in these areas. It can
set targets for cost reduction campaign and the methods to
be used for setting the cost reduction campaign in motion.

Profit planning and cost reduction programme helps to look
at such things. It helps to develop cost consciousness,
profit mindedness and institutionalisation of cost
accounting and financial discipline in public enterprises.
The programme is related performance-centred management
training needs of managers in the area of enterprise
profits and savings needs which will help to design



executive development programme that focuses on profits and
savings needs in behavio~r of management.

Although the programmes have been designed for top
management, the level at which it is believed improvement
changes should originate and then permeate downwards in
the enterprises, they can also be tailored to meet
enterprise performance needs and the senior and middle
management performance needs down in the organisation.

In conclusion, the package of 16 management development
programmes for improved performance in public enterprises
is in itself a performance improvement plan containing 16
improvement plans aimed at tackling the various parts of
the hydra-headed pUblic enterprise performance problem(s).

3.0 COIIDAIm

In the preceding section an overview has been made of some
systematic approaches to improving performance of public
enterprises. And indeed, governments and top managers are
trying various means to help improve the performance.

Some suggestions have been given as regards the types of
administrative action plans governments could take in order
to improve performance. A performance improvement package
that the author has been trying to work with has been
given. Management training institutions have been
providing management training programmes with the hope that
such programmes would contribute to some performance
improvement changes.

Although it is very clear in the minds of the people who
are committed to improving performance of public
enterprises; what should be improved, how would
improvements be brought about and so on; it has not been as
easy to bring about improved performance in the
enterprises. As it was mentioned earlier in this paper,
performance improvement in pUblic enterprises, much more
than anything else, is a matter of changing behaviour. The
constraints, most of them due. to institutional or
administrative behaviours, are difficult and complex but
they are not insurmountable. Let me illustrate the issue
of behaviour as the major constraint.

At the very top of some African countries heads of state,
political leaders and chief executives of public
enterprises have no faith or at least they have lost faith
in their countries' economic future. They do not want to
invest at home. Their fortunes can flow from European
banks or European real estate. Prospective foreign
investors do not have faith in such countries either; or do
not have faith to invest in African economies which are
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unstable. How will African public enterprises or private
enterprises grow and expand their businesses if the flow of
foreign investments is nil or meagre? Just self-reliances
not enough.
Without trying to overblow the African plight from the
to the bottom of African societies supposed to
emancipated economically by public enterprises, try
analyse the impact of the behaviours illustrated in
following paragraphs below. Do they have positive
negative impact on performance of public enterprises?

The end of colonialism has brought no genuine freedom to
the majority of the African countries. At one extreme end,
very few African presidents feel secure in their own
countries. They are commanders-in-chief of the armed
forces but anytime they can be toppled by penniless army
sergeants. At the other extreme end are poor peasants
eking out a meagre living in one form or the other. The
lower cadres in the civil service and parastatals are so
lowly paid to cope with the galloping inflation. They are
not convinced they are better off than those whom they left
in the village. Their only hope is the benefits they can
get from extended familyhood. The more senior and top ones
in the public service are scrounging. University
professors ar.d Etudents arc on frequent strike. You can
only quietly whisper about misdeeds of leaders and
superiors.

All these are behaviours not untypical
countries. These behaviours are an
thinking and actions of people with whom
have to transact business or employ.
situation favourable or unfavourable
about the abject poverty itself?

of most African
evidence of the
public enterprises
Is that kind of

to business? How

Africa has experienced some heads of state ordering their
people to replace christian names with African ones or
forbidding people to wear Western attire. Some African
presidents are like medieval imperial kings in everything
else except the title. Others are more tribal chiefs than
national statesmen. If power is anything in leadership is
based on perpetuation of authority or office and not on
sharing of knowledge, ideas or commitment. Isn't political
instability in one form or another a big barrier to
improved performance?

Rituals, cult, totems, superstition, personal extravagance,
barbarism are not uncommon and have not failed to dismember
democratic institutions. There is widespread official
corruption, smuggling and over-invoicing. There are all
chances for individuals and friends to turn themselves into
millionaires overnight. How do all these things fare with
survival, growth and prosperity of African public
enterprises?



Public enterprises in Africa as well as the private
business firms are in a very big way victims of behaviours
such as the ones illustrated above. They are also victims
of economic recessions, the fuel crisis, technological
super-competition and the international politics of the big
powers. The changes taking place in Eastern Europe and
eventually the independence of the Union of South Africa
will have unprecedented impact on the macro-economic
management of the African countries. All these are human
behaviours. Are African public enterprises planning any
strategic adjustive behaviour to cope?

And not least important, lack of industrial management
experience, shortage of qualified experienced managers,
lack of foreign exchange with which to buy raw materials
and spare parts, plant shutdowns, under-utulisation of
capacity, heavy borrowings and debts, nationalisations or
denationalisations, trade liberalisation, in fact all the
bad things and good things so much spoken about performance
of public enterprises in Africa is basically a problem of
modifying behaviour. It is that behaviour which the source
of institutional environment that was mentioned earlier and
its surrogate, the policy framework of public enterprises.
Managerial capabilities is an offshoot of the two.

With this a background, a point has been reached to point
out some specific dysfunctional behaviours which hinder
improved productivity in public enterprises let alone
obstructing implementation of planned measures to improve
public enterprise performance.

public enterprise managers and executives don't
much after school; if at all they read, they
read material that is relevant to their work;

read
don't

politics and demagoguery cannot be distinguished and
both are compensatory or punitive of what was lost in
the past (psychological defense mechanisms);

too much violation of systems and procedures;

political instability due to poverty and violation of
basic human rights;

poor habits such as laziness, political arrogance and
cheating;

there is sheer incompetence, lack of proper direction
and personal aggrandisement.
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3 . 1 La spylel m IHPIOD:D L.L. PPFORIIANCi

First of all, as some people argue, why ',iaste time and
energy for nothing. This statement can ba very serious
when it means top managers of public enterprises believe it
is their waste of time and energy to bother about greater
productivity of public enterprises as long as the
enterprises can still afford to shoulder ,'he monthly or
annual wage bill.

Public enterprises are viewed as political 3nd ideological
instruments and'much less as revenue earniu; businesses.

Politicians use public enterprise resources such as
the very goods produced, the vehicles, the money and
even the managers for personal political goals.

Public enterprise managers also do the same thing for
personal gains and short of scrounging, they can
manipulate the whole lot if not all the existing
policies and programmes to maximize what can be made
available at the expense of the enterprise well
being.

Party leaders can demand money f~0m public
enterprises for purposes of financing very ambiguous
party claims or ceremonies or cult and the money will
be given. Accountants are instructed how to keep the
records right while siphoning continues to grow.

Public enterprises can run bankrupt but will continue
to receive subsidies or subventions for political
expediency.

Political powers of some leaders can be shown to the
nation by grouping 40, 50 or even more public
enterprises under one holding company or ministry
this time and next time they will be dismembered and
no attention is paid to legal and cost implications.

Public enterprises have turned individuals
millionaires with the shortest period of time.

into

Public enterprises never die unless governments die.

Political blunders are not punishable.

Clearly, these'sorts of perceptions and behaviours are the
evidence that there are much more important things to look
at than to bother about increased performance of public
enterprises. People who never knew how to steal have been
taught how to steal in big ways, thanks God there are
public enterprises they conclude.



3 . 2 I'IIWICIAL MlSK'''GIltIJI'l'

The dysfunctional behaviours alluded to above lead to
another set of behaviours termed financial mismanagement.
A public corporation can be said to be under-capitalized
even for a quarter of century. It produces under capacity
in terms of break-even analysis year after year yet it can
register profits year after year! Can this be attributed
to an ingenuous African financial management systems and
competence? PES, are managed without well-defined and
well-articulated financial systems and discipline.

Top managers and politicians can travel overseas
and make dubious deals while the lower employees are
being warned about some imminent leave without pay.

Managers are claiming that they are underpaid but
most of them are living at a standard much higher
than that of their counterparts elsewhere and are
praying not to be transferred to the civil service or
get jobs overseas!

Government companies can continue to receive huge
subventions even when the inability to produce
audited financial accounts is proven chronic.

In other words, where is the motivation to improve
financial management if the financial controls are
deliberate for purposes of siphoning out and yet the
companies can keep floating as ever.

3 . 3 GUDM. APATHY/LUlWlGY

Some public enterprise policy makers, boards and general
managers are excellent honest people and free from the
above behaviours. But they are public servants and no
sooner than later they find themselves working with
colleagues of unknown probity, people landed on them
because of national scandals committed elsewhere.

There are a good many public enterprise managers and
executives wishing to do their best to improve
performance in the enterprises. But they also can
foresee the magnitude of don't care attitudes of
those inclined either not to bother or the lethargy
is deep seated down the organisation.

Methods of filling top positions
governments can sack people not by
by radio announcement.

are unclear and
letters but first



Too much insecurity among top
of seemingly life long tenure.
out for too long.

managers irrespective
But too risky to stay

Over-employment cannot be reduced because public
enterprises can serve best as human scrap pile.

Laziness as well as not turning up for work cannot be
corrected by managerial discipline.

Managers of public enterprises know very well that
innovations, creativity, commitment and job competence are
necessary for productive enterprises. But what can they do
if these values are untenable?

3 . 4 DISLIII Ql SYSDII& AIUl. ,w'QPBP

Public enterprises operate in very rigid
bureaucratic structures. Operationally some
would prefer to operate without systems and
because that is how to avoid controls.

government
managers
procedures

Nationalism is a new concept in Africa. It was used
~s a tool to win independence. What is understood to
most Africans is tribalism. This has implications in
staffing public enterprises.

Some managers fear to sack employees
indisciplined or lazy because there are
not because of being called to industrial
answer query.

who are
relatives,
courts to

Recruitment systems, purchasing systems, tender
regulations, industrial standards etc are to be
avoided as much as possible.

Both formal and informal reporting systems tend to
avoid authentic structures to the extent that some
managers envy those with direct access to state
houses.

3.5 DISREGARD Ql OPPORTUNITIES lQB GROWTH

Where personal growth is unrelated to the organisation one
works for, it poses some very unique problems of linking
ones growth to organisational growth. Even if
opportunities for individual growth are available but those
opportunities are unrelated to the growth needs of the
individual, there is hardly motivation to use such
opportunities. Staff development is a fad.



Top and senior managers take up staff
opportunities as matters of leisure and
when such opportunities are abroad.

development
especially

Local management training institutions
since their status are for junior young
are striving for recognition or are to
examinations to be promoted.

are ignored
officers who
pass certain

undertaking management training courses locally is
feared will reveal incompetence and is despisable by
top managers.

Technical assistance offers for training abroad
hidden and rationed out secretly to the seniors
are in good terms with management.

are
who

Enterprises managers loathe to have systematic
management development plans if in the first place
manpower planning and organisational planning don't
exist.

3.6 LQCALMAIAft'"I'T TRAIIIIGI1StITUTIONl

Beth public and private local management 'tra~nin9

institutions exist in all African countries. But they have
structural, financial and status problems. They organize
seminars, workshops, conferences with a view to providing
an essential service in accordance with the mandate
establishing them. But most of them are staffed with unqualifie
people. What most of them offer in the way of training is
poor in quality and very very disappointing.

They are very traditional in their approach
strong orientation to knowledge-centred and
centred management training books.

with a
teacher-

Enterprise managers and executives find them too
theoretical and bookish, also because they are known
to be staffed by inexperienced trainers who replace
the more senior who find their way to public
enterprises with better pay.

Governments do not pay adequate attention to their
national management training institutions and funding
is a big problem. Many training institutions are run
bUy chief executives who are inadequately qualified
or experienced.

The most primary need for national management
training institutions is to survive. Their need for
money to pay and retain their best trainers is more
dominant than the need to give sound professional
training services to organisations.



Their type of training fits well wit~ response to
training fads by some training maLagers if mutual
benefits are envisioned.

They do not meet performance needs cf their clients
even though "happiness questionnaires" are used.

Most of these institutions are confused even when it comes
to differentiating between aspects of devp-loping management
resources. See ( Appendix C ) for clarification of basic
concepts.

4 • 0 COICLDIIQI

The paper has focused on behavioural aspects which are
believed are the main stumbling block not only in
performance improvement of public enterprises but also in
designing and implementing public enterprise performance
improvement plans.

There is no way public enterprise performance can be
improved if governments do not make considerable efforts
to undertake administrative action plans. This is one side
of the picture. The other side of the picture is that, all·
management training institutions including universities can
do a much more meaningful job of assisting public
enterprises to improve their performance. The method that
has been recommended is to design public enterprise
management development programmes which are performance
centred. A proven approach was given but that is subject
to further improvement.

Public enterprise performance problems are caused mainly by
institutional environment and policy framework under which
they operate. The managerial capabilities which are
lacking and should be developed more and more are
influenced by dysfunctionalism of the institutional
environment and policy framework in some very specific
behavioural ways. Some of these have been analysed.

Clearly, there are numerous inhibiting behavioural factors
which ought to be analysed more and more. An in-depth
understanding of such factors is a prerequisite to
designing strategies for improving performance of public
enterprises.

The approach taken in the paper can be very provoking
because a choice was taken to be that way so that the
importance of behavioural issues involved can better be
appreciated. The provoking aspects of the paper are
intentional for appreciating real problems to which we all
contribute.



The model of analysis that has been used can be updated by
feedback. Performance in public enterprises cannot be
improved unless certain basic behaviours are changed at the
macro-economic and micro-economic management processes.
PUblic administration improvement must be taken as a
serious issue by governments. All improvements, both of
public and private enterprises and of the African economic
recovery programmes will hinge upon improved pUblic
administration systems. The private sector has to be given
greater emphasis.

Finally, in search of public enterprise performance
improvement is basically a search in excellence. A lot of
work will have to be done beyond the currently available
literature before an operational model or pattern of
improving performance is scientifically established.
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AN EXAMPLE FOR SETTING CORPORATE STRATEGIC PL"\..:nJING
STANDARDS OF TOP MANAGEMENT IN PES

1 STRATEGIC PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION AND CONTROL

1.1 Managers as Strategists, Innovators and Entrepreneurs

To position the enterprise competitively In a dynamIC
business environment that calls for Innovative,
entrepreneurial and managerial effectiveness through the
process of corporate strategic planning and control.

1.1.2 El~£g_Qi_In~§_§~g=e£t~~~t~_~Qg_e££Qm2~Q~~Qg_ECQ£gg~Cg§_~ltnlQ

§tCgtgg~£_El~QQ~Qg~_lm2!gmgQtgtlQQ_~_~QQtCQl

The greatest single challenge facing all top business leaders
of organizations is how to effectively discharge corporate
management leadership responsibilities whose fundamental
requirements are strategic, innovative and entrepreneurial
management style and practices.

Whether an enterprise is perfo,-ming well or not, it is
necessary to undertake the process of identifying the
critical factors of success as well as the managerial
,problems and business constraints and prOVide solutions.
The enterprise faces strategic issues of external
opportunities and threats as well as interval strengths and
weaknesses. To enhance the critical factors of success and
to reduce the constraInts, requIres a process through which
the efforts of the dIfferent diVISIons, sectIons and the
IndiVIdual employees be coo,-dlnated in marshallIng and
utilIZIng the enterprIse corporate resources and achieVIng
the organization-WIde flJnctions and objectives 0+ the
enterpr-ise.

The follOWIng approach or procedural steps are necessary:

1 • Define the enterprIse bUSIness i.e answer the question why
the enterprise was created in the first place. The law or
statute providing for the establishment or creatIon of the
enterprise states what should be its Product-Misslon
Philosophy (PMP).

Analyze the enterprise environment i.e scan the bUSIness
environment to identify bath external and internal factors
affecting the enterprIse.

Make a strategIc deCISIon I.e using the short-and long-term
impact of the envIronmental factors on the enterprise, make a
~eClSlon to remaIn stable and contInue as created~ to



4.

6.

1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1.

2.

retrench, to grow and expand, to merge, to quit or to be
bought off.

Establish the critical factors of success ie having taken the
choice what the enterprise should be and do (Strategic
Decision) programme the manner in which the critical factors
of success should be marshalled.

Execute the strategic choice i.e arrange the institutional
mechanisms that would best suit the implementation of the
strategic choice and the critical factors of success.

Plan for evaluation i.e design a system that will enable
management to review strategy implementation and to ensure
that the planned course of the business will be met with
necessary technological and entrepreneurial requirements.

National Economic Development Polices and Plans

Statistical Abstracts by the Central Bank and National Banks

Annual Budget Speeches by Minister of Finance

The various operating statistics of the enterprise

The Enterprise Management Audit Reports

Reports by various national bodies such as the chambers of
commerce, the Union, Agriculture, Natural Resources,
Industry, Commerce.

Other papers and journals of interest comIng from outside the
country ie Economics, Technology, Manufacturing, Transport
etc.

Create a business planning unit that can do research in paper
(14.1.1.3 above) and serve as a think tank to provide
management with marketing and economic intelligence.

Ensure access to such papers by members of top management
team of the enterprise.

Develop in-house business planning capacity.
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1.

2.
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4.

5.

Corporate Strategic Planning skills and e,,, ·,rience.

Investment Analysis skills and experience.

Industrial Economics .

Business Administration.

Finance and Statistics.
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1 STRATEGIC PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION AND CONTROL

1.2 Analysing the Enterprise External Environment

To provide knowledge that is essential for understanding the
changes happening outside the enterprise and which top
management must reckon with.

1.2.2 E!~~~_Q£_Ibi§_g~g=e~~i~it~_gQg_e£Sgmego~iD9_E~Q~~g~L~2_~i~biD

§t~stggi£_E!snning~_lroQlgrognts1iQn_~_~Qn1~Ql

Management must not only become aware of such changes but
also must get to know their impact on the enterprise business
and thus be able to take appropriate courses of action.
All businesses begin and end with the market. As the market
is in the external environment where there are dynamic
changes some of which can be very dramatic, it is essential
that top management of an enterprise have or develop the '
capacity to monitor such changes. The changes bring with
them opportunities, threats and constraints which affect the
enterprise one way or the other. Not knowing such changes
and how they might affect the enterprise business is like
groping in the dark.

Analysis of the enterprise external environment is aimed at
identifying opportunities, threats, constraints and what
will be their most likely trend. The analysis should include
the foIl owi ng:

The analysis of the general socia-economic environment of the
business and what are the trends in specific areas of
interest

The government i.e laws, regulation, influence etc.
The economy i.e unemployment, inflation, money
supply,credit etc.
The industry i.e barriers to entry or exist, raw
materials, technology.
The conSLlmer- i. e at ti tudes, val ues, purchasi ng
power, location etc.
The population i.e wealth change, demography,
habits etc .

The analysis of the marketplace where the buslness enterprise
will have to compete to distribute goods and Wln customer.

Major products or services

Major shifts in the pricing of the products or
services



3.

4.

Majo~ shifts in the demand fo~ the p~oducts o~

services

Major shifts in consumer preferences

Majo~ competito~s ente~ing o~ leaving the indust~y

The segments of the ma~ket

P~ice elasticity o~ inelasticity

P~oduct quality consciousness

The analysis of the supply ma~ket which p~ovides the ~aw

mate~ials, money, equipment, labou~ and technologies needed.

Changes in the availability of ~aw mate~ials o~

substitutes

Changes in p~ices of ~aw mate~ials o~ substitutes

Entry o~ Exit of majo~ supp l r er-e and raw mate~Hl!s

p~oduce~s

Technological b~eak th~oughs on the supply side

T~anspo~tation of ~aw mate~ials

Changes in the capital ma~kets

Technological changes which will affect lmpo~t of
technologies.

Availability of t~ained manpowe~

Availability of spa~e parts

Availability of fo~eign exchange

The impact of the eXisting black ma~ket o~ changes

Analysis of the indust~y dynamics to dete~mine how majo~

changes in the indust~y of which the ente~p~ise might affect
the business.

Changes in the indust~y chain

Changes in the indust~y's backwa~d and fo~wa~d
linkages

Changes in lndust~ial p~icing

Changes in sub-assemblies
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Changes in technologies

Changes in importation of spare parts

The oil crisis

The industrial policy of the government

Competition by foreigners or local

Barriers to entry or exit

Divestiture

Analysis of the political environment to ,identify prospects
or threats to the business.

The OAU and the Lome Convention

The P.T.A. and SADCC

Changes in flow of technical assistance

Changes in regional cooperation

Changes in the international political environment

The East-West Block and bilateral trade agreements

The OECD

Tari ffs

Internal political instability

Focus on external environment analysis helps to identify
short-term and long-term forces to which the business is most
vulnerable and thus be able to chart out strategies for
dealing wlth the forces.

Obtain, read and analyse the following documents to identify
forces which are most important to the business.

The Annual World Bank Reports and reports by other
international organizations such as UNDP, IMF, FAO, UNIDO
etc.

The Lagos plan of Action

The Reports of the ECA

International Political Journals



5. Economic Journals

6. Statistical Abstracts

Research oriented reading
Constructing Analytical Models

As in 14.1.1.5 above.
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1 STRATEGIC PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION AND CONTROL

1.3 Analysis of the Enterprise Internal Environment

To make an assessment of the enterprise capability profile
and the resources it has to deploy so as to decide how it can
match its strengths with the opportunities in the external
environment.

1.3.2 Ei2£~_Qf_IQ~§_§~e=a£t~~it~_2QQ_a££QmQsu~ing_E~Q£§Q~~~§_~ituin

§i~2i~gi£_Ei2aaiag~_lmei~m~ai2iiga_~_~gai~gi

Corporate appraisal of internal environment is necessary for
deciding how and in what manner the enterprise can beam its
planned efforts to secure a competitive business niche in the
external environment. It is a futi l e exercise to seek
business opportunities without taking into consideration
whether or not the enterprise will be capable of competing in
its markets.

In order to systematically analyse the organizatIonal
resources and define its capability profile the following
must be done. "

Analyse its marketing capabilities and resources.

The e:<isting competitive structure and market share;

The enterprise mark~ting research systems and
efforts;

The product mix of the enterprise;

Product-services lines Llsed;

The channels of distribution and geographic coverage
including export efforts;

The pricing strategy for its products and services;

The pricing strategy for its products and services;

The effectiveness of the sales force;

Advertising effectiveness;

Marketing promotion and packaging;

Services after purchases;

Marketing MIS;

8
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..;..

The marketing budget;

Marketing policies.

Analyse production and operations of the enterprise to
dete~mine necessary reinforcements or improvements.

Raw materials cost;

Availability of raw materials;

Inventory control system;

Capacity utilisation;

Integration of operations;

Equipment utilization;

Location of facilities and offices;

Operations procedures;

Costs of operations compared with those of
competitors;

Research and development;

Management information system;

The state of manufacturing technology;

Plant maintenance.

Analyze the finance and accounting operations .

Cost of capital relative to industry;

Capital structure;

Ta:·: conditions;

Relations with banks and stockholders;

Cost barriers to new entry because of high entry
costs;

Financial planning and control;

Working capital;

CapItal budgeting system and procedure;

Auditing procedures;

9
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The accounting system For' cost;

Profit planning and achievement.

4.

1.

2.

-e-
'~.'.
4.

Analysis of the enterprise management and personnel
administration.

Quality of managers and employees;

Labour costs;

Relations with the union;

Corporate image and prestige;

Enterprise size relative to industry;

Strategic planning system;

Planning and control in the functional areas;

Previous records for reaching objectives;

Relations with government ~nd other regulatory
bodies;

Access to foreign technical assistance;

Motivation of staff and the employees;

The track record of top management and functional
e:<perience.

Comparing financial reports by aUditors;

Annual departmental reports;

The management audit report;

Directives by board of directors or higher bodIes;

Company operating manuals.

Analytic research into all relevant documents.

Organizational analysis
Management analysis

10



1 STRATEGIC PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION AND CONTROL

1.4 Strategic Choice and Decisions

To compare and contrast information or data collected during
external and internal analysis, identify the most feasible
strategic alternative to pursue and make the strategic choice
and decisions.

1.4.2 Els£~_Qf_InL§_2~~=e£tl~lt~_sQq_e££Qm~~n~ing_EcQ£@QY~~§_~itQin

§~Cs~§gt£_ElsQQtQg~_lm~l§m§Q~s~tQQ_~_~QQ~CQl

The strategic alternatives reflect the match between the
firm's strengths and weaknesses and the opportunities and
treats in the external environment. Choose the alternative
that reflects the requirements of the best match or "fit" and
develop a detailed implementation plan that will
operationally concretize the strategic choice.

1.

2.

"Remain stable" strategy is one alternative if no major
changes are indicated from the environment and internal
analysis and the firm will choose a stability strategy:

Continue to serve the same or very similar customer;

Continue to serve the same or very similar
objectives;

Focus on incremental improvement of functlonal
performance.

Growth strategy is a second alternative. If the environment
offers major opportunities that match up with major
strengths, the conditions are right for a growth strategy:

The firm can grow by urging or using or creating other
firmslexternal growth);

The firm can grow horizontally in the same type of
business;

The firm can grow vertically by moving forward in the
market channel or backward in the supply market by
acquiring or developing firms;

The firm can grow internally by offering existing
products to new markets or by creating new products
for eXisting markets.
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Retrenchment strategy or turn-around strategy of the
environment offers threats that coincide wich major internal
weaknesses, the conditions are right for retrenchment or turn
around. Stick to improved performance ie;

Focus on functional improvement especially reduction
of costs (referred to as turn around);

Reducing the number of functions the firm performs by
becoming a captive company;

Reducing the number of products it produces and/or
markets it serves;

Liquidating part or all of the firm's assets (the
ultimate retrenchment strategy).

Combination strategy if the environment and internal
strengths signal growth in one part of the firm and
weaknesses and threats produce strain in another part, the
conditions are right for a combination strategy;

The main strategic decisions focus on simultaneously using
more than one of these strategies (stability, growth and
retrenchment)in one or more divisions of the firm;

Use several grand strategies over a period of time such as
deciding to grow rapidly followed by stability and vise
versa.

As in 14.1.1..3,14.1.2.3,14.1.,3.,3 above

Analytic skills

Organizational analysis;

Financial analysis;

Economic analysis;

Management analysis;

statistical analysis.



1 STRATEGIC PLANNING IMPLEMENTATION AND CONTROL

1.5 Implementation of Strategy

To design and provide organizational arrangements and the
institutional and administrative mechanisms for successful
implementation of the firm's corporate strategies.

1.5.2 Els~~_Q£_Ibi§_§~Q=e~~i~i~~_~OQ_af£QmQ~Q~iD9_E~Q~gg~~§E_~itbio

§~C9~§gi~_E1900iOg~_lIDQ1§ID§O~9~igO_~_~gO~Cgl

Strategic planning is very helpful only if it can be
implemented and the crux of the matter is implementation
because strategic planning has not only to be done will at the
planning stage but also in the planning of the implementation
and the actual implementation process. Things begin to fall
apart when it comes to implementation unless implementation
is carefully planned.

1.

2.

.,.
'.' .

Organizational design, i.e. designing the organizational form
that will best implement the strategy. Organizational
structure and· systems of authority, communication and
reporting are very important, and thus:

Centralization vs decentralization;

Functional organization/divisional organization;

Matrix organization;

Type and kind of MIS;

Employee motivation.

Capable motivated mangers, Le. placing in key positions
managers who have a background of qualification and
motivation to make the strategy implement successfUl;

Corporate policy formulation ie decision guides to action
designed to make the strategy work by connecting strategic
and implementation decisions by actually specifying how the
strategic decisions will be implemented. Policies have to be
developed in the following areas, namely:

Marketing and distribution;

Production and operations;

Finance and accounting;



PeFsonnel and administFation;

ReseaFch and development.

4.

1
2.
3.

Establishing MIS fOF effective FepoFting, planning and
contFol using standaFds and indicatoFs of peFfoFmance.

OFganization design;
Policy analysis;
Systems design.

As in 14.1.5.4 above

Policy analysts;

Organizational designeFs;

Systems analysis.
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1 STRATEGIC PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION AND CONTROL

1.6 Evaluation of Strategic Planning

To determine whether strategic choice has been implemented to
accomplish the objectives of the enterprise. If the strategy
has not worked there will be a need to shift.

1.6.2 Els~g_g£_Ibi§_§yg=a~Si~iS¥_sDg_a~~9IDQsD¥iD9_E~g~ggy~g§_~isbiD
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Management must evaluate the effectiveness of how the
strategy was formulated as well as how it was implemented.
This activity must be undertaken at least once every year
during the annual planning cycle. Management may have to
appraise the past before assessing the future.

Evaluation of strategy can be done
as qualitative criteria as regards
business after a specified period.

Net profit;

using quantitative as well
the outcome of the
Criteria can include:

Stock market (where stock exchange is working);

Dividend rates;

Earnings per share;

Return on capital;

Return on equity;

Market share;

Gr-owth in sales;

Days lost per employee as a result of strikes;

Production costs and efficiency;

Distribution costs and efficiency;

Employee turnover and absenteeism.
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Management audit reports;

Reports by departments;

Operating statistics;

Financial reports/audited financial reports.

1.6.5 Ig£bOiggg§L~g1bQQQ1Qgig§

As in 14.1.6.4above

1.6.6 ~~£~§§~[~_§Q~£i~li~~Q_§~ill§_~_E~£iliti~§

Statistical analysis;

Financial analysis;

Organizational analysis.
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1. Corporate Strategic Planning in PUblic Enterprises

2. Performance Evaluation of Public Enterprises

3. Profit Planning and Cost Reduction Programmes

4. State Enterprise Performance Improvement Policies

5. Patterns of Success/Failures (Learning from Success)

6. Planning and Implementing Public Enterprise Policy Reforms

7. Planning and programming Investments in PEs

8. Productivity Measurements

9. Divestiture Planning and Programming

10. Systematic Management Development Plans (Enterprise based)

11. Policy Analysis and Strategic Management

12. Performance-Centred Management Training Needs Assessment

13. Performance Improvement Programming

14. Establishing Factory Management Operating Standards

15. Debt and Subsidy Management

16. Executive Development Programmes

(Performance-centred management development programmes with
proven promising results).
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Appendix C

CLARIFICAtION Ql COICEPTS ~ PHILOSOPHIIS

Development of management resources for the public enterprises as
well as the private enterprises is a critical factor in the
recovery of the African economies. Universities in Africa, staff
colleges, institutes of public administration, management
training centres and the mushrooming briefcase private management
training houses, can contribute to performance improvement in the
economic recovery efforts of the various African governments. In
order to minimise confused orientation that has been experienced
with some of these management training institutions, it would
probably be useful to clarify some key concepts.

There are several different but related activities such as
management teaching, management training, management education,
management development and organisation development. All these
activities are aimed at developing of management resources. What
are all these di.fferent activities; what are their objectives;
and how and iri Wh1Ch context and under whose responsibility
should they be carried out are basic questions if governments are
to raise the contribution of management training institutions.

1 . MAIfAGIMIIIT TEACHING

This is concerned with imparting knowledge or know-how
about the activity of managing. This activity is basically
knowledge-centred, it is curriculum oriented and it enables
the ones being taught to grasp some theoretical principles
of organisation and management. It tries to inculcate
knowledge mainly through lectures and textbook materials.
A lot of this is being done in schools such as Civil
Service Training Centres and Colleges of Business
Education.

2 . twiAGBHBNT TRAINING

This is a task oriented learning process through which
individual or groups become more competent in performing
specific tasks in a specific context. Some teaching is
involved but practice is much more important so that skills
in performing specific tasks can be developed and be
mastered.
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3 . tWfAGBMIlfT EDUCATION

This activity is man-oriented learning process whereby a
man's whole range of capabilities is stimulated and
enlarged for purposes of managing better on the job. This
refers to education in business administration, public
administration and management disciplines usually found in
universities and specialised institutions of higher
learning.

4 . tWfAGBMllfT pmLQPMIN'f

This is an integrated process of continuous growth through
learning on the job. Management development can take
various form such as Job Rotation, Job Enrichment, Special
Task-Forces, Understudies plus occasional participation in
educational and training programmes aided by supportive
climate, systems, career guide, Management development is
guided by appraisals encompassed within a career job or
manpower plans.

5 . ORGANISATION pmLQPMlIIT

This is an organisation wide planned effort involving the
total system and managed from the top or designed to
increase organisational effectiveness and health.
Organisation development achieves its goal through planned
interventions using behavioural science knowledge.

6 . SCHOOLS Ql THOUGHT ABOUT twfAGiMENT

The field of management is both an art and a science.
There are different schools of thought about it such as the
Empirical or (Process School), the Behavioural school, the
Social System school, the Mathematical school and Decision
Theory school. There are different models of management
education and training stemming from these schools. Given
their different premises and different characteristics, an
integrative model of management education and training is
necessary for developing African managers and executives.

In developing more effective African managers, it must be
recognised that management know-how arising from the
different schools of thought about management, consists of
two broad components, namely:-

a) Those techniques which are rational, logical, often
quantitatively based and therefore universally valid.
The techniques can emerge in one country and be applied
in any other country.
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b) Those techniques which pertain to social know-how of
ways to build and lead effective organisations. The
techniques are influenced by social values and form the
basis of managerial styles. There is no one ideal
style since it must be compatible with social values.

7. APPLICABILITY

The whole idea of trying to clarify concepts is not to make
an unnecessary hairsplit. There are some basic differences
which ought to be known because they have a lot of
implications in designing and conducting management
training programmes or in providing management education
especially when it comes to the managerial and
administrative implications of the economic crisis in
Africa. For example, management education or training that
is aimed at enhancing management effectiveness or improving
management skills, have to have learning objectives,
learning process and learning methods which are different.

Another illustration is this. If in management education
or training, the emphasis is on the process school
(pragmatic or empirical) it means that decision making
process rather than decision theory is to be emphasized.
The key role of the manager is decision making. the
critical issue is sound judgement. But sound judgement can
only be acquired through experience. The most effective
learning method is a study of experiences of simulated
real-life situations in which managers find themselves, and
hence, the Case Method. If in management education or
training, the emphasis is on the behavioural school rather
than the mathematical school, it means that management of
people is the key role in managing. The critical issue is
human skills in communication and motivation. Such skills
can be acqulred through sensitivity training, study of
psychology, anthropology and sociology etc.

Enhancement of management effectiveness may
be attained through management education and training but
this may unfortunately not have lmpact on the enterprise
performance. The learning objectives, the learning process
and the learning methods may be at their best. As a result
the fund of knowledge in managing will be expanded and up
dated, the attitudes can be modified and management skills
may be developed and enhanced to the maximum. All these
achieved, it may just mean managerial improvement change in
the individuals, that is, the potential or capacity to
manage has been increased. But this achievement has to be
further matched with the enterprise performance needs so
that the learning that has taken place can be transferred
directly to performance improvement in the enterprises. If


